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to download and install the operating system with an iso file, you need an external storage drive,
either a usb or an external hard disk drive. installing the operating system on an external drive has
many benefits. if the data is important to you, you should create a separate volume for external
drive and install the operating system on it. the developers of mavericks are not ready to discuss the
new features. this operating system comes with a refreshed user interface along with user friendly
features. we have summarized the some major features of the operating system below. does your
browser crash with mavericks 10.9? is your laptop or mac not working as a reliable device? is your
network not connecting properly? are you having problems with the latest operating system? do you
want to know how to fix the problem? well, here are the answers to all these questions. these tips
will help you to download and install mavericks 10.9 on your mac! • downloading os x mavericks on
multiple computers is a time-consuming process. for this, you have to download an iso file from the
internet and create a bootable usb drive. then, the iso file will be burned on the external drive which
will be used to boot the computer. then, after a while, you will be able to start your mac and will be
able to install mavericks. • after the installation, you can use the application that has been pre-
installed in the bootable usb drive to update the existing os x operating system. this is the easiest
and the fastest way to update the operating system of your mac. if you have any problems while
downloading os x mavericks, then let us know about them in the comments section.
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